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Introduction 

During the past three years, there has been a great influx of migrants crossing South               

America and Central America to reach the United States. These are people coming from              

Africa, Asia, and the Caribbean escaping violence and poverty from their countries and             

looking for a better way to live and provide for their families. However, some are unaware of                 

the terrible journey to reach their destination, which involves crossing jungles such as the              

Darien Gap in Panama, rivers that separate borders, from Guatemala to Mexico, dangerous             

paths where people get robbed and assaulted, and encountering closed borders from            

Nicaragua. Despite it all, in 2016, 16,564 migrants had entered Mexico and about 5,000 more               

were waiting in borders of Central American countries to accomplish their goals. The biggest              

cause for these numbers to have risen over the years has been because Europe has made it                 

much harder for refugees to enter. For example, German Chancellor Angela Merkel has             

closed her arms and her generosity to African and Middle East migrants to avoid not only the                 

humanitarian crisis but the political and social pressure as well. 

Crossing borders is tough for these immigrants because most have no legal            

documentation, therefore their chances to get into the United States are elongated, leaving             

countries such as Costa Rica, Panama, Guatemala, and Mexico with desperate refugees.            

These countries, receiving a substantial amount of people, are not ready to host them due to                

their lack of economic, security, and prepared resources. They have been trying to give them               

shelter and food, to make their stay as best as they can, but for some is not enough and they                    

are getting tired of waiting for the correct documentation to carry on with their journey. In the                 

border between Panama and Costa Rica, called Paso Canoas, migrants have to wait around              
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six weeks to get an appointment for their visas. The Costa Rican government as of March of                 

2017 was admitting from 100-200 refugees and handing them their visas, while other             

thousands were still in line. Governments are concerned for the desperation of the people and               

specially their health because they travel for months, eating food they find and drinking water               

from contaminated rivers. The Red Cross has been involved, but they know the numbers will               

keep rising and the space will keep getting smaller, creating a possible humanitarian crisis. 

There are families with small children and pregnant women in this situation, they             

travel by bus, boats, and on foot for at least three months. In August 2016, from a group of 72                    

people crossing the Darien Jungle, forty six were men, thirteen were women, and five were               

children. The usual route for the migrants to take is to fly to Brazil and move upwards from                  

Venezuela to Colombia, Panama, Costa Rica, until reaching the Texas-Mexico border, all by             

paying thousands of money to smugglers or other types of transportation, meaning that when              

they reach Tijuana, a city in Mexico, they are broke. Apart from the devastating living               

conditions refugees face in the camps, their human rights are also threatened; human             

traffickers take advantage of the 500 despairing refugees stuck in borders to cross them              

through illegally while charging them twice as much money as they should. The             

undocumented migrants are the ones involved in the smuggling, because if they are found              

they run the risk of being deported to their home country, which many come from Somalia,                

Congo, Burma, and others. Haitians are also trying to get into the United States, yet the                

benefits they once received after the earthquake are no longer existing, making it harder for               

their admissions to occur. Haitians then say they are Congolese because they speak french too               

and it makes it harder for governments to deport them back to their hometown. To fight                

deportation, Mexico has granted a 20-day pass for those trying to reach the United States               

border.  

 

Definition of Key Terms 

Refugees 

Individuals who are forced to leave their country because of war, violence, and fear of               

persecution. They seek asylum in a foreign country to maintain their human rights and safety.  
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Transcontinental Migrants 

Individuals making conscious choices to leave their home country and cross their            

continent to another in search of better opportunities in their lives. Somalis have made the               

decision to cross from Africa to South America. There are some refugees within the same               

continent fleeing from violence, yet those are not the focus of this issue.  

Internally Displaced Person 

Considered the most vulnerable of the world because they are refugees within their             

own country’s border. They remain under the government’s protection, even though this            

might be their reason to flee. They are the ones who are finding ways of crossing the borders                  

and find safety.  

Asylum  

A nation grants protection and safety to those who have left their home country as               

political refugees. Sometimes they might be given the title of refugee status instead. The              

United States has decreased granting asylums to protect its nation, in result refugees are              

stranded in the Americas.  

 

General Overview 

Refugees from Africa and Asia have found an alternative place to seek refuge because              

Europe’s borders have become much stricter in order to avoid the crisis experienced in 2015.               

Countries such as Germany, Hungary and Sweden granted asylum to thousands of Syrian             

refugees. In total Europe has received 952,446 asylum applications between 2011 and 2017.             

Now many of these asylum seekers are arriving in South America to travel up to the United                 

States or Canada. Most of the reasons for these refugees to escape their home countries has                

been due to political, economical, and security unrest. Their new routes might have been              

thought to be more accessible, yet they face dangers through their journeys.  

Causes for refugees to flee 

By definition, refugees are forced to leave their countries due to the situation. First, it               
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must be understood the conditions that these people are experiencing in order to be called a                

refugee.  

Democratic Republic of Congo 

The second largest and the fourth most populated country in Africa, contains            

great economic resources but it is one of the poorest nations on Earth. Recently, there               

has been civilian suffering due to their civil war and corruption. President Joseph             

Kabila’s power position had to finished on the 19th of November, 2016, however it              

has been extended because there was no other political figure elected for the position.              

This political crisis has encouraged the opposition to protest and some violence has             

broken out through the whole country. In response, the police force has committed             

violent acts to cease protests. The nation’s Catholic church has made attempts to             

resolve such crisis peacefully, and so far the next elections will be held in 2018.  

Somalia 

In 2015 the United States’ Somali immigrant community grew to be around            

150,000. However, this is only 7% of the immigrant population, the majority are             

living in neighboring country, Kenya, where the larger refugee camp called Dadaab            

exists. Somalia is one of the largest countries to have internally displaced persons, this              

is due to their ongoing civil war that started in 1991 and to the catastrophic drought                

they suffered In 2011, harming those who faced famine. The one million Somalis that              

are living in refugee camps have no access to clean water, medical care, toilets, and               

education. 

Myanmar (Burma) 

15% of the refugees in the United States are from Burma. They form part of               

the Rohingya people, a muslim ethnic group that has been seeking safety since             

Buddhists took over their land in 1785. Myanmar is now 90% Buddhist and they are               

trying to cleanse the Rohingya population with the use of military forces. As a              

response these people have fled to Bangladesh and Malaysia, yet the government has             

not been very welcoming. In total there is an estimate of 500,000 displaced Rohingya              
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people.  

Routes being used and their dangers 

Getting into Europe has become much harder to do after they made their borders more 

rigorous to keep control of the migrants. As a result, there has been an unprecedented number 

of migrants from Africa and Asia making their way through South and Central America to 

reach the North.  Refugees are trying to escape from the violations of their human rights, 

however in the act of crossing borders, jungles, seas, and other lands, they have not 

encountered a better treatment than from the one they wish to avoid.  

Most of the journeys start from Brazil, Ecuador or Bolivia, where African and Asian 

migrants do not need a specific visa to enter. They have then covered at least 3,000 km out of 

the 23,426 km to reach the United States, either by boat or plane. Some then pay smugglers 

around $20,000 to get them through borders until reaching Mexico, others take their own 

paths but also end up spending at least half for food, and other means for transportation. Their 

journey takes about four months until reaching Tapachula, Mexico, and in september of 2016, 

in two days, 424 Africans arrived at the border, and this number keeps growing over the 

months. By the point they reach Mexico, most migrants have paid large amounts of money to 

corrupt officials to cross borders, for transportation, and for basic needs; they have also 

experience robbery of personal belongings and money, sexual assaults, and/or brutal attacks 

by gangs.  

Fig 1: Giordano, Loren. “De África a Guatemala y a Estados Unidos.” Nómada. Javier 
Estrada Torbar,  Nómada, 7 May, 2017, 
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The border crossing from Colombia to Panama is the most dangerous because it is a 

jungle called The Darien Gap; here record amounts of people die every year and many get 

hurt in the attempt to cross it,. There have been cases of  men that have lost their toes, and 

others say that they have seen dead bodies on their way. One of the reasons for the brutal 

experience are the rebels from the FARC. There are also dangers when reaching the Costa 

Rica-Nicaragua border where at least ten people have died crossing a river because the 

Government of Nicaragua does not permit any more migrants in the border. The camps in 

Costa Rica’s borders are not safe either, they lack water, toilet paper and the shelters are not 

strong enough to keep rain away. Continuing their journey in Honduras and Guatemala, the 

police hands them a permit that allows them to move forward up and reach Mexico.  

Countries open to refugees  

Most countries have been very open to helping the migrants make their way to the               

United States. Costa Rica has faced many difficulties, yet they have provided warehouses and              

police security for the refugees. Mexico has granted 20-day passes for Africans and Asians to               

make their way to the northern border. However in May of 2016, Panama closed its border                

with Colombia and Nicaragua also closed its border with Costa Rica to stop illegal migration               

but their main reason has not been the Africans but the Cubans. As of June 2016, 3,000                 

migrants were stuck at the border of Costa Rica, while Nicaragua did not open its doors,                

leaving them in unlivable camps waiting for options appear, some planes had to aid these               

people get across. Honduras and Guatemala function similarly, they expect refugees to go to              

their police stations where they are sent to migrant centres and receive a legal document that                

allows them to go on a bus, provided by the government, taking them to the next border.  

 

Major Parties Involved and Their Views 

The United States 

The United States is the final destination for most of the migrants crossing American              

borders. President Trump’s restrictions have caused much unrest between immigrants, and           
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countries involved in their routes. The nation has tough entering processes, that includes a              

long screening process for background checks, making the refugees wait very long.  

Costa Rica 

70% of the migrants enter through Paso Canoas, main crossing between Costa Rica             

and Panama. Migrants are being held some kilometers from this border under shelter with              

mattresses and some food. It has been a nightmare for the government because this sudden               

arrival was very unexpected and overwhelming. They were not prepared for receiving 10,000             

people from Africa, Asia or Haiti. They are very concerned for the humans who are opting                

for illegal ways to leave such as, being smuggled. The Costa Rican government has              

implemented guards to search through houses near the border for undocumented people.  

Panama 

The jungle of Darien is the border between Colombia and Panama where a lot of               

migrants are found crossing by foot. This jungle is extremely dangerous, contains vicious             

snakes, and robbers. The government is still trying to figure out what to do with the migrants,                 

at hostels they try to gather as much information from the migrants in order to know if they                  

should continue or be deported. They have also been collecting donations from Panamanians             

and taking them to refugee camps at the border.  

Somalia - Democratic Republic of Congo 

In 2016, about a million Somali and Congolese refugees were reported in the United              

States. Their reasons are the political instability, violence and insecurity. Due to the success              

in being accepted, the flow keeps on growing, however the US does not want to permit this                 

any longer. The migrants have now started to look for other ways to enter and are found                 

crossing the America’s to seek asylum in the US.  

Brazil, Ecuador and Bolivia 

The first point for the refugees to land on, they arrive mostly by planes but some by                 

boats. In previous years, many would stay in Brazil but due to the economic recession being                

experienced they have decided to start their journey up to the US. Brazil, Ecuador and               

Bolivia are countries with little restrictions for visas, specially for the people from Africa and               
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Asia.  

 

Timeline of Events 

Date Description of event 

November 14th, 2015 

 

Beginnings of 2016 

 

April 2016 

 

 

May 9, 2016 

 

September 19, 2016 

 

 

January 27, 2017 

 

Nicaragua closes its border with Costa Rica, mainly due to Cuban immigrants. 

 

Major influx of African and Asian migrants seen in Costa Rica and Panama. 

 

200 Africans stranded in border between Costa Rica and Panama because forces            

are not letting illegal immigrants pass.  

 

Panama closes its border with Colombia, mainly due to Cuban immigrants. 

 

The New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants is adopted by the General             

Assembly.  

 

US President Donald Trump signs executive order that bans entry from seven            

countries for 120 days.  

  

  

 

UN involvement, Relevant Resolutions, Treaties and Events 

The United Nation High Commissioner for Refugees works with other society           

partners to identify asylum seekers and to provide them with the needs they lack. They also                

find ways to protect their human rights, fight discrimination towards the refugees, and make              

people aware of the struggling journeys they experience. The UNHCR has three main             

solutions for their work, Voluntary Repatriation is when the refugee decides to move back to               

its origin safely, Local Integration is when the refugee becomes part of the society of the host                 
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country with legal papers, and Resettlement is when the refugee is transferred to another              

country where they can integrate faster and easier. However, because this issue is quite recent               

and has not overpassed the refugee crisis around the Middle East and Europe, these solutions               

have not been taken into action yet. So far, the only UN involvement has been at a global                  

scale seen in the following declaration. 

● New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants (A/RES/71/1) - On September 19,            

2016 in the UN Summit, world leaders from different countries compromised           

themselves to take full responsibility when protecting the rights of the refugees, as             

well as saving their lives. The declaration includes strong commitments that will help             

solve many of the refugee problems faced today and prepare the world for future              

problems. It also contains structured plans that will help achieve the commitments.  

 

Evaluation of Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue 

Costa Rica is the country who has been seen as the most helpful to the migrants. Even                 

though they are overwhelmed by increasing numbers, they have tried to implement programs             

and facilitate the distribution of visas. They have also disoccupied warehouses as a place to               

keep the refugees, give them food and a place to sleep. The International Organization of               

Migration has been giving workshops to educate the people on what the dangers of human               

trafficking are, to avoid having undocumented migrants, and their human rights violated.            

Nicaragua tried to solve the problem by closing its borders, which only left Costa Rica with                

more desperate migrants looking for other means of crossing to get to the United States. As                

of April 2016, Panama took actions by asking the country for donations of first aid               

equipments, clothes, mattresses, and tents. They were then delivered to the border of Costa              

Rica at a collection centre filled with African refugees. There have not been strong attempts               

to solve this recent issue due to other global crises. For now, it is most volunteering work                 

from each country trying to make the migrant's stay less traumatic.  

 

Possible Solutions 

Strengthening border control is always an option to track the people getting across,             

technology evolves everyday, drones with better resolutions, 3D holograms and even cameras            
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with body heat detection. However, these migrants are being held up at borders and in the                

meanwhile they could be offered jobs that would help the camps and keep them occupied in                

the meanwhile. The people being held up could also receive education for being informed of               

the dangers the smugglers bring and open their minds as to look for other final destinations,                

not only the United States.  

Furthermore, governments from each country could hand out refugee visas that allow            

them to be safe and have access to transportation provided by them. This could decrease the                

dangers faced. Also governments should be aware of their status in the influx of migrants and                

share with the citizens by making awareness campaigns of the conditions that these people              

face and their reasons so that people can help out offering some shelter, donating food,               

clothes and money. Having undercover forces to get rid of the human smugglers that harm               

the refugees can help decrease the human right violations.  
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Appendix or Appendices 

i. Countries positions towards Refugees and Migrants as of September 19, 2016 at the              

UN Summit - https://www.un.org/press/en/2016/ga11820.doc.htm  
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